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International awareness
S,CSU seeks to give students_
a broader global perspective
Which has the most people per square
mile--Africa, Europe, Asia or South
America?
Which produces the least amount of
crude oil--Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iran or
Kuwait?
In which country do regional
governments have the most authority-Soviet Union, Great Britain, United
States or France?
·
Answers: Europe, Egypt and the
United States.
If you didn't score 100 percent,
you're not alone. SCSU students who
answered these and 51 other questions
on world affairs scored poorly overall,
including some rather startling blunders: one-quarter could not correctly
place Mexico on a map, 22 percent
·,ink development in India is hindered
oy "a short ice-free coastline and poor
access to oceans," and 51 percent
believe that Israel is an Arab country.
''The scores by our students, while
low, are in keeping with the national
average," explains Dr. Donald Sikkink,
SCSU professor of speech communication. "As a nation, Americans know
very little about the rest of the world.

Why that is so is open to debate, but I'd
say it is because we are geographically
isolated and because our bountiful
natural resources have allowed us to be
very self-sufficient."

Chancellor's Fellowship
Sikkink, who has spent considerable
time abroad and served a brief stint as
acting director of SCSU's International
Studies Program, recently completed a
year-long study of international
awareness at SCSU. His objective was
to find ways to add an international
dimension to campus living and
learning. Called "Internationalizing the
Curriculum," the study was funded by a
Chancellor's Fellowship provided by the
State University System through a grant
from the Bush Foundation of St. Paul.
According to Sikkink, "internationalizing the curriculum" means providing
organized learning and social
experiences which encourage students
to view issues from a global perspective
and which help them see themselves as
members of a global community.
"While SCSU already provides
students with opportunities for

The world around us
• Of all American manufacturing jobs, one in eight
Involves International trade.
• One of every three acres of U.S. farmland yields
products Involved In International trade.
• Between 1960 and 19n direct foreign Investment In
the U.S. rose by
percent.

n

• Investments abroad by U.S. companies increased by

123 percent between 1966 and 19n.
• Some 120,000 American students studied abroad In

19n-78, a ten-fold Increase over 1962-63.
• Immigration to the U.S. will account for nearly half of
the projected population growth between 1970 and 2000.
• Americans make up 5 percent of the world's
populat_
lon and use 40 percent of the world's resources.

developing international awareness
through course offerings, study abroad
and study-travel tours, only a small
percentage of all students actually
participate," Sikkink says. "What we
are looking for is a way to introduce a
global perspective to the whole campus
community through both academic and
non-academic offerings."

A shrinking planet
Why has Sikkink joined the growing
number of educators who see international awareness as crucial to the
development of today's students?
"The world is getting smaller," he
·says. "What happens to one nation
impacts another--economically, ecologically, politically, socially. IUs crucial to
our survival that we recognize the
interdependence of the world, both to
avert disaster and to advance the cause
of humanity."
Or, as Sikkink quotes Maurice Harari
in his report: "We have entered an
irreversible era of interdependence and
our educational fare must reflect this
reality. Lt is in this sense that we
conceive of international education as
an integral part of quality education, not
as an additive or luxury which some can
afford and others cannot."

Assessing knowledge

Dr. Donald Sikkink

One of the early phases of Sikkink's
work was to evaluate the current level
of cross-cultural knowledge and concern among SCSU students.
One exam, a slightly revised version of an Educational Testing Service
instrument measuring rudimentary
knowledge, was administered to
students (primarily freshmen and
sophomores) from a wide variety of
majors;
Results showed only the spottiest
knowledge of world affairs. Males
scored significantly better than females
and juniors and sophomores did better
than freshmen. Science and mathematics majors scored highest and
education majors the lowest.

A second survey, which asked
current events questions as well as
questions about where students got
their information, was administered to
300 students, mostly freshmen and
sophomores, from a variety of
disciplines.
Again, results showed knowledge of
world issues to be significantly lacking.
The findings also indicated that
studErnts use television as their primary
source of current events knowledge, 24
percent read a newspaper less than
once per week, and students discussed
current events more in high school than
in college.
In addition to surveying other groups
(faculty, international students, graduate business students, education
majors, students in upper level foreign
language classes), Sikkink polled
various constituencies on their
perceptions of how well informed SCSU
students are and how interested
students are in the world around them.
Faculty, interm~.tional students,
students who have participated in an
international program, and members of
the general student body themselves,
all agreed: SCSU students are "poorly
informed" and exhibit only "limited
interest" in world affairs.
That assessment fell in line with
Sikkink's own impressions, and with the
words of author George Bonham:
"America's young face a set of new
national and international circumstances about which they have only the
faintest of notions. They are, globally
speaking, blind, deaf and dumb, and,
thus handicapped, they will determine
the future directions of this nation."

Evaluating resources
Another part of Sikkink's research
analyzed resources at SCSU that
provide cross-cultural exposure. The
inventory included: curricular.programs
(majors in internatlonal studies 'a nd 1 ·
Latin American studies, and minors in

(continued, page 2)

Ole! SCSU's Concert Choir will be South of
the Border in early March. In addition to
enjoying major tourist attractions in Mexico
City and Acapulco, the group will give
several public performances. "We hope to
sing in a cathedral and on a television
· program," says Dr. Stephen Fuller, conductor. Past tours have taken the Concert Choir
to Scandinavia and Bermuda.

(International awareness, continued)

Latin American studies, East Asian
studies and Middle East studies);
foreign study opportunities (SCSU _has
centers in England, France, Germany,
Spain and Denmark); study-travel
programs (spring quarter excursions-one to the Soviet Union, one a "Fine
Arts Tour of Europe"--are offered on
alternate years); a "human resource
pool" of international students and
faculty, and individuals who have lived
abroad; and non-academic activities,
such as art exhibits, speakers, films,
concerts and workshops sponsored by
various university organizations.
With the help of academic
departments, Sikkink also compiled a
. list of existing course offerings which
contribute to world affairs knowledge.
They ranged from the obvious-" International Business Management,"
"International Communications," "Economics of Underdeveloped Countries" -to the not-so-obvious: "Advanced
Accounting," "Virology" and "Concepts
in Astronomy." One hundred and thirtysix courses in all, the list comprises
only 8 percent of SCSU's, 1,700
course offerings.

Suggested strategies
After the survey and resource
assessment phases of his study,
Sikkink drew up a list of 56 ideas for
internationalizing the campus contributed by faculty, international students,
students who had studied abroad, and
professional readings on the subject.
That list was then submitted to a 14member faculty volunteer committee,
SCSU's Academic Affairs Council,
Curriculum Council and General
Education Committee for review and
narrowing. Eventually, 13 recommendations were developed.
"The recommendations had to pass
two tests: they had to have facuity
support and they had to be realistic in
terms of today's limited funding,"
Sikkink explains. "The proposals
generally call for the redirection of
funds, rather than additional
expenditures. They should be seen as
first steps and small steps."
Those recommendations, which are
presently being reviewed by offices and
·organizations across campus, include
the following proposals:
• That the president encourage and
support faculty in their efforts to add
international elements to their courses.
Those efforts might include drawing
comparisons between the western and
non-western world, regularly discussing
current events, requiring the reading of
newspapers or news magazines, or the
use of films, books or speakers which
focus on international affairs.
• That each classroom be equipped
with a world map and a photo of the
earth as seen from the moon. "The
'moonview' would be a constant
2

Creature comfort. The Biological Sciences
Department will sponsor a Minnesota Wildlife
Rehabilitation Symposium for conservation
professionals and the public from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. March 11-12 in Atwood Center. The
program will include sessions on capturing,
treating and releasing injured animals and a trip .
to an exercise/flight facility. Cost is $25; registration deadline is March 4. For more information, contact the Center for Continuing Studies,
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN
56301. Phone (612) 255-3081.

reminder of our smallness, our
fragileness, and our oneness," Sikkink
feels.
•
•That elective credits in the General
Education Program could be met by
studying a foreign language,
participating in one of SCSU's overseas
programs, or selecting from a list of
courses approved by the General
Education Committee.
• That general education courses
include a unit dealing with international
issues.
• That the university administration
work with the International Students
Association to sponsor an "International Week" featuring speakers, forums, a
dinner and exhibits.
• That policies be developed which
encourage the use of Faculty
Improvement Grants, travel monies and
sabbatical leaves for purposes which
include an international dimension.
• That lounges on campus be
furnished with free newspapers and
international news magazines.
• That a list be developed of students,
faculty and community membe~s who
can serve as resource persons on
international topics and issues.
• That existing overseas programs be
strengthened.
In his report, Sikkink points out that
the success of internationalization
efforts on other campuses does not
seem to be a function of size, location
or overall budget. Rather, success
hinges upon the widespread support of
faculty, administration and persons already playing leadership roles in international programs and organizations.
Sikkink says that SCSU is in the
forefront of the internationalization
movement. "The need to international- .
ize is just beginning to be discussed at
colleges and universities across the
country," he says. "At SCSU, we're
really atJead of the game."
The movement, Sikkink feels, is
fueled by "a desire for increased
interaction and communication with the
other residents of this very delicate
planet."

Plans made for fifth
Lindbergh Lecture
SCSU's fifth annual Lindbergh Lecture
will be a debate on whether.the U.S.
criminal justice system favors the
criminal over the victim. The free public
program begins at 9:30 a.m. June 21 in
Stewart Hall Auditorium. Speakers will
be Daniel Popeo of the Washington
Legal Foundation and Twin Cities
defense attorney Ron Mesh bes her.
The lecture series, honoring Charles
A. Lindbergh, Jr., features prominent
speakers on issues affecting the quality
otlife. Previous topics have included
biomedical ethics and hazardous
waste. The series is coordinated by
SCSU's Center for Continuing Studies.

"Give my regards ... " Harvey Jurik, assistant professor of theatre, and 11 SCSU
students will experience theatre in New York
City March 7-12. The group will attend three
Broadway productions--including the smash
hit "Cats"--and three off-Broadway shows.
The trip also will include seminars on the
performances and visits to New York's most
famous tourist sites.

May
March
4
through Art Exhibit: Oil paintings and
March 4 basswood sculptures by Art
Department technician Peter
Smith, Kiehle Visual Arts
Center Gallery.
17 Anthropology Lecture: "A
7
Kingdom of Clowns: Comic
Metaphors of Kingship in
Medieval South India" by
David Shulman of Hebrew
University; 8 p.m., Mathe11
matics and Science Center
Auditorium.
20 Recital: Sigma Alpha Iota
12-17
alumni recital, 3 p.m.,
Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall.

16- Art Exhibit: Abstract paintApril 1 ings by St. Paul artist
Sandra Menefee Taylor,
Kiehle Visual Arts Center
Gallery.
April

6-22 Art Exhibit: Ceramic
sculptures by Janesville
artist James Tanner, Kiehle
Visual Arts Center Gallery.
7 Anthropology Lecture:
"Death and Development:
Metaphors of Change in
Madagascar" by Gillian
Felley-Harnick of Williams
College;S p.m., Mathematics and Science Center
Auditorium.
11 Theatre: Kevin Mitchael
Puppets, 8 p.m., Atwood
Ballroom.
12 Faculty Recital: R. Dennis
Layne, clarinet, 8 p.m :,
Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall.
14 Concert: Band festival with
SCSU Wind Ensemble,
North and South Junior High
Schools, 8 p.m., Stewart
Hall Auditorium.
21-27 Theatre: Harold Pinter's "A
Slight Ache" and John
Mortimer's "What Shall We
Tell Caroline?", 8 p.m.,
Performing Arts Center
· Stage II Theatre. ·
27- Art Ext,ibit: Annual SCSU
May 13 student show, Kiehle Visual
Arts Center Gallery.
28 Anthropology Lecture: "An
Instance of Revolutionary
Iconoclasm: Barcelon~. 23
July 1936" by Bruce Lincoln
of the University of
Minnesota;8 p.m., Mathematics and Science Center
Auditorium.

Concert: Jazz on the Mall,
noon, Campus Mall.
Concert: SCSU Symphony
Band and University Chorus,
8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
May Bowle: Benefit dinner
and dance for student
scholarships, 6 p.m.-2 a.m.,
Atwood Center.
Recital: Chamber Music
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
Theatre: Euripides' classic
"Iphigenia in Aul is," 8 p. m.,
Performing Arts Center
Stage I Theatre.
13 Concert: "Mostly Mozart
Festival" with St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra, SCSU
Concert Choir and Oratorio
Chorus, 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
18 Concert: SCSU Wind
· Ensemble, 8 p.m., Stewart
Hall Auditorium.

To confirm scheduled events or obtain
more information, call Information
Services weekdays during office hours
at (612) 255-3151. For a schedule of
spring sports events, write or call:
Sports Information Director, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
Phone (612) 255-2141.

May Bowle helps
fine arts students
"Music of the Stars" is the theme for
this year's May Bowle scheduled for
Saturday, May 7, at SCSU.
Proceeds from the annual spring
celebration will provide scholarships for
fine arts students at SCSU, College of
St. Benedict and St. John's University.
Last year's May Bowle at St. John's
University raised $11,530 for each
institution.
Festivities from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m. will
include a dinner, entertainment by
student groups, casino games and
dancing to the music of the Nocturnes.
Tickets are $25. Patrons pay $75 for
two tickets and "star makers" pay $200
for four tickets.
Jean Leighton heads the May Bowle
Committee, composed of volunteers
from the St. Cloud area.
Since the first tri-college May Bowle
in 1969, SCSU has received a total of
$83,070 in proceeds for scholarships.
For information, call 612-252-0804 or
612-253-1824.

Zucchini on the roof
Energy-efficient home features
overhead garden, low fuel bills

Southern exposure. Six SCSU faculty members and
36 students will study the geology and ecology of the
Florida Keys March 4-11. The field trippers, from the
Earth Sciences and Biological Sciences Departments,
will use laboratories and housing at the University of
Miami's environmental station on Pigeon Key. A stop at
the Everglades enroute also is planned. The two
departments sponsor an excursion to the Florida Keys
every third year, alternating with trips to the Grand
Canyon and Big Bend National Park on the TexasMexico border.

Left: Front view of the Tennison home shows solar panels
above the garage. Heat collected by the panels is circulated through the house by fans. Natural landscaping surrounds the house.
Below: Beneath this rooftop garden is the Tennison home,
earth-bermed on the north and west. In the foreground is
the rear portion of the garage roof, which has solar panels
on the front.
,,

As the cold winds blew outside their energy-efficient
home this winter, Philip and Jo Tennison enjoyed
beans, cabbage, zucchini and strawberries they
grew on their rooftop garden last summer.
That's just another benefit they have gained from
cooperating with Mother Nature to keep their house
warm in winter and cool in summer.
Their home on St. Cloud's southeast side is .,,
earth-bermed on the north and west sides. Part of
the east side is exposed to allow for a Japanesestyle courtyard off their family room. The south side
of the house features large windows overlooking
carefully-planned garden tiers while capturing the

low winter sun's warm rays.
The structure confuses some people because it is
entirely made of reinforced concrete.
"Sometimes we are asked when we plan to finish
the house," Philip smiles. They explain that using
concrete as a mass storage unit for the sun's
warmth is just another way of saving energy.
Tennison worked closely with an architect and a
structural engineer in designing the home. The
SCSU assistant professor of education did most of
the drafting of blueprints for.the home in cooperation
with an architect. He holds two degrees from SCSU
and has been on the faculty since 1967.
All of the home's insulation is on the exterior
because there is no insulator better than the earth,
the Tennisons maintain. Their ceiling never exceeds
65 degrees even on the hottest summer days when
most attics register 110 degrees or more. And their
ceiling is never colder than 28 degrees even when
the temperature outside plunges to 30 degrees
below zero.

The Tennison home has temperature probes in
about 12 locations, which are monitored
electronically. Philip has recorded indoor
temperatures every day since they moved in two
years ago.
To enhance heat storage in the home, air is
vented below the house, which rests on 1,500 cubic
feet of rock. The rocks are an experiment to learn
whether heat can be stored efficiently to help lower
energy costs. The lowest temperature recorded for
fhe rocks is 62 degrees in mid-winter. The highest
temperature is 120 degrees. The net temperature
gain for the rocks is one degree per day during the
spring and summer months.
The home has electric baseboards and pipes for
a central woodburning unit, but neither are used.
That's because electric or wood heat have not been
needed for cost effectiveness. The Tennisons rely
on a small gas furnace as a backup heat source for
the solar heating system. In 1981-82 they paid less
than $300 to heat their comfortably warm home.

Left: A modern spiral staircase connects the home's
two levels. From the outside, the house can be entered at either level. Large
south-facing windows
warm the rooms with sunlight during winter months.

Jo and Philip Tennison enjoy a comfortable year-around climate In their
carefully-planned home. The house has many attractive features In addition
to the low fuel bills.
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Rebuilding Lebanon
Political science professor
advises nation's new leaders
Tony Kairouz knows about war.
He knows what it is like to be kept
awake by shelling at night, to hear that
people on the next street have died.
He knows what it is like to move his
family from place to place for their
protection. He knows what personal
loss means, having grieved over the
deaths of 15 of his family members.
A native of Lebanon who now directs
SCSU 's Middle East Studies Program,
Dr. Aki "Tony" Kairouz has frequently
returned to his troubled homeland
during the war years. Since he left in
1964 for school in Munich, Kairouz has
spent summers and vacations in
Lebanon, as well as a year on leave
from SCSU when he taught international law at the University of Lebanon
in Beirut.
It was during that leave, in 1981-82,
that the political science professor
found himself in the center of the
conflict. "There were rockets all night,
people dying. I had to get my family to
the mountains about twice a week for
their safety,'' he remembers.
More than just a visiting professor,
Kairouz has maintained close ties with
the Lebanese government, serving as a
foreign policy advisor to President
Amin Gemayel, and, before that, to his
assassinated brother, Bachir.
Kairouz and Amin Gemayel
founded the Beirut Institute for Strategic
and International Studies in 1981 .
Kairouz also was editor of the
Panorama de l'Acutalite, a French. language journal owned and published
byGemayel. .
An expert on U.S. and Soviet
involvement with Lebanon, Kairouz has
primarily advised Gemayel in that area,
and has written a book being published
by the Beirut institute entitled U.S. and
Soviet Policy Toward Lebanon.
At an October meeting in .
Washington, D.C., Gemayel suggested
that Kairouz increase his involvement in
Lebanese affairs. Would Kairouz play a
leadership role in reconstructing the
war-torn country? Kairouz accepted.
Tentative plans call for an extended
stay in Lebanon this summer.
The job of healing a land savaged by
eight years of killing and destruction is
great, he says.
"Out of the war, we have had about
120,000 people killed. For a country of
three million, that is a lot," Kairouz
points out. "We've also had $60 to $80
billion in material loss."
The first step, he maintains, is to get
foreign troops out of Lebanon. The
·
country presently is occupied by
fragments of the Palestinian Liberation
Army, Syrians, Israelis, and a
French/American/Italian peacekeeping
force in Beirut.
"I think that the Lebanese would like
to retain the peacekeeping force, and
possibly expand their role," he says.
"Ideally, the French/American/Italian
force, along with Lebanese troops,
4

Dr. Aki "Tony" Kairouz

could move into areas from which the
Israelis and Syrians withdraw.
Eventually, Lebanese forces could take
over entirely. "
For the Lebanese to once again
control their own country, they will have
to build a strong army--something
which has been lacking. Kairouz favors
imposing a military draft to raise an
active force of 100,000 men, with 75,
000 more in reserve.
"A strong military is essential
because security and stability will be
the basis for further development, "
Kairouz maintains. "Nobody is going to
invest in a country knowing that the next
day there may be a war. That .
discourages both local and foreign
investment. "
Once the Lebanese military gains
control, basic economic needs can be
attended to. Kairouz suggests a $1 0
billion program over five years aimed at
rebuilding minimal services: water,
electricity, roads, communications,
sewers and sanitation.
A housing program also is critical.
"Forty to 50 percent of the Lebanese
people have had their homes
destroyed," explains Kairouz. The U.S.
already has contributed $60 million in
foreign aid earmarked for housing
construction, he adds.
Kairouz feels that as basic services
are restored and governmental
operations are normalized, foreign
trade and investment will naturally flow
into the country. Beirut--once called the
"Paris of the Mideast"--will aga1n
become a center for banking, trade and
culture. In spite of the war, Lebanon has
remained the headquarters for the Arab
Stock Exchange.
Other steps in reconstruction will be
the overhauling of Lebanon's judicial
system, the establishment of a modern
police force, and the development of an
educational system similar to that in the
United States.
Funds for rebuilding will come from

Communications conference. SCSU's Media
Day this spring will feature a keynote address by
Pulitzer Prize-winner James Polk, investigative
reporter for NBC-TV. Polk received recognition
for his coverage of the Jonestown massacre and
the Atlanta child slayings. Designed for media
professionals, students, faculty and the public,
the free activities are scheduled from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. April 22 in Atwood Center. For more
information call the Mass Communications Department at (612) 255-3293.

well-known speaker and film actor.
Eller will speak three times on April 5
in Atwood Ballroom: a 1 p.m. talk,
"America Needs Heroes;" a 2 p.m.
session on self-motivation, " Some One
to Count On; " and a 7 :30 p.m. keynote
address, "The Fifth Super Bowl, "
relating Eller's personal story of
addiction and recovery.
Also featured will be Minnetonka
resident Janie Jasin, a personal
development consultant who has been
a popular speaker at past Health Fests.
Jasin will speak on interpersonal
communication at 7:30 p.m. April 4 in
Atwood Ballroom. Title of her talk will be
" If I Say What I Know Will You Hear
Who I Am?" A second program, set for
9 a.m. April 5 in Atwood Civic-Penney
Room, will be a participation workshop
called "Alternative Highs--Spirit Lifters,
Body Movers, Pain Relievers. "
Other speakers will focus on eating
disorders, fetal alcohol syndrome,
herpes, assertiveness, developing a
foreign aid, loans from the World Bank
male support network, spirituality and
and contributions from wealthy
addiction/recovery,
the prospect of
Lebanese living in other countries.
nuclear
war,
and
psychological
and
Kairouz says that about 250,000
physical
abuse
in
relationships.
Lebanese living in rich Arab countries
Additional features will be two "fun
already send home an estimated $100
runs,
" health screening and sessions
million to their families each month.
on
CPR,
first aid and Fresh Start (how
Kairouz emphasizes that his role in
to quit smoking).
the reconstruction will be "behind the
All activities are free to SCSU stuscenes." Rather than assuming a highdents,
faculty and staff with identificaprofile political post, he prefers to
tion
cards.
Cost is $2 for seniors and
advise the president behind closed
non-SCSU students. Others will be
doors and conduct research at the
admitted for $5 per person. Those who
Institute for Strategic and International
wish
to attend only Eller's keynote
Studies.
address will be charged $3. 'Jasin's
It seems reasonable to wonder just
evening address requires a $2
why Kairouz is repeatedly drawn back
.
to his small, war-devastated homeland, admission charge.
For a schedule of events, contact
especially to do work which may go
Health Services, SCSU, St. Cloud, MN
largely unrecognized.
56301 . Phone (612) 255-3191.
"I suppose I am an idealist, " he
shrugs. "My family is in Lebanon.
Someday my son may want to live
ST CLOOD_STATE
there.
"Besides, I know I can help. When
Volume 6 Issue 1
Spring 1983
you're asked to help, you help. I would
never forgive myself if I didn't. "

UNOUtlook

~pril Health Fest
features Carl Eller

Written and edited by the offices of Information Services and Alumni Services at St.
Cloud State University. Outlook is published
quarterly and distributed without cost to
alumni, faculty, friends and parents of SCSU
students.
Outlook articles may be reproduced with- .
out permission if appropriate credit is given.
Readers who wish to contribute to the
cost of Outlook may send checks designated for Outlook payable to: SCSU Foundation, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud,
MN56301.
Please notify Alumni Services when you
change your address. Households of alumni
may receive more than one copy if children
are enrolled.

SCSU's Health Fest April 4-6 will focus
on five dimensions of "wellness"-emotional/intellectual health, physical
fitness, nutritional health, spiritual
wholeness and social/environmental
well-being.
"Human Chemistry: Take It One Step
Further" is the theme for the sixth
annuaf event, sponsored by Health
Services, Campus Drug Program,
University Program Board, Residence
Writing and editing, Ray Rowland and·
Hall Association, ARA Food Service,
Jan Turner; art and design, Sandy
Barnhouse; photography, Ron Schmid
Christians in Cooperation and Atwood
and Steven Stearns; alumni InformaCenter.
tion, Tom Macgllllvray.
Featured speaker will be former
Minnesota Viking Carl Eller, recovering _
alcoholic and drug abuser. Now a
SCSU is an equal opportunity/affirmative action
chemical dependency consultant to the employer and is in compliance with all state
and federal laws prohibiting discrimif'ation.
National Football League, Eller is a

Professional approach
Pr~gram provides training
for careers in real estate

Who's in charge here? The theme for
SCSU's fifth annual Women's Day is ''Taking Charge of Your Life." Openio the public,
the program is scheduled for 4:15 to 9 p.m.
April 20 in Atwood Center. Keynote speaker
will be Marcia Fluer of KSTP-TV, St. Paul.
Workshops will focus on career development and interpersonal relationships. For
costs and additional information, contact the
Center for Continuing Studies, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
Phone (612) 255-3081 .

Let's communicate
Making a living in real estate used to be
fairly simple. You started out with a
salable property (usually a house), you
brought buyer and seller together,
perhaps delivered an inspired "pitch,"
and, if conditions were right, you closed
the deal. Negotiations were conducted
over backyard fences or over coffee at
the corner drugstore.
But nowadays there is a lot more to
real estate than just selling houses, and
a lot more to selling houses than a sign
on the lawn and a kaffeeklatsch.
"Going into the real estate business
used to mean paying a small license fee
and going to work," says Steven
Mooney, SCSU real estate instructor.
"There was no formal training. But all
that has changed. States now require
some sort of pre-licensing training, and
most require post-licensing continuing
education."
A newcomer to SCSU, Mooney has
joined Professor George Karvel in
teaching courses for an unusual fouryear degree program in real estate, an
offering which responds to the growing

sophistication of the industry.
"Since the 1970s, real estate has
grown increasingly complex," explains
Karvel. "This has caused the industry to
re-evaluate the level of training required
of practitioners. What is occuring is the
evolution of real estate as a profession.
Like accounting, law, architecture,
engineering and medicine, a profession
is founded 9n specialized knowledge
and intense, formal academic
preparation at a major accredited
university."
"Intense, formal academic preparation" in real estate has been available to
SCSU students since the introduction of
the major in 1981. With eight areas of
specialization and more than 70
courses, the program is the only one of
its kind in the United States.

Working in real estate? SCSU
would like to know about you.
Send a note to the following
address, and you'll be added to
the mailing list for an informative
newsletter that will keep you
abreast of the latest developments in SCSU's real estate program and outreach activities of
the Minnesota Chair in Real Estate.
Contact: Real Estate Program,
116 Business Building, S_t. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN
56301.Phone(612)255-3067.

academic departments."
Students take core courses in real
estate principles, statistics, finance,
investment, appraisal, property
management, law, urban and regional
"The development of the real estate
economics, and either consumer
curriculum shows the high degree of
behavior or sales. Mooney emphasizes
interdepartmental and inter-collegiate
the importance of the financing
cooperation on this campus," Karvel
segment, saying that "creative
points out. "Courses are drawn from
financing" is a common thread which
three colleges--Business, Industry, and
runs through most of the real estate
Liberal Arts and Sciences--and 12
offerings.
Remaining courses are selected
according to which of the eight specialty
areas a student chooses: sales,
brokerage management, farm and land
real estate, industrial real estate,
brokerage office administration,
building and construction, finance, or
planning and development. An optional
internship, usually completed during the
summer, also is offered.
, While leading to a baccalaureate
· degree, the courses also meet
educational requirements for professional certifications such as CAB
(Certified Residential Broker), CCIM
(Certified Commercial Investment
Member), CPM (Certified Property
Manager) or MAI (Member of the
Appraisal Institute) .
Particularly talented students also
can take advantage of a scholarship
program, offered for the first time this
year. Six $500 awards have been
made, provided by a grant from the
Educational Foundation of the
Minnesota Association of Realtors
(MAR) and matching funds from the
SCSU Bookstore Fund.
Karvel stresses that the development
of the real estate program was the
result of cooperation not only within the
university, but also between SCSU, the
real estate industry, and the State of
Minnesota.
That interaction began in 1978 with
the establishment of the Minnesota
Chair in Real Estate at SCSU (the only
such chair in the Upper Midwest), and
appointment of Karvel as chairholder in
1980. Funds were provided by the
Minnesota Commissioner of Securities
and Real Estate, the MAR Educational
Foundation, and private contributors,
primarily Cy Kuefler, a prominent St.
Cloud realtor.
Dr. George Karvel, left, and Steven Mooney teach courses in SCSU's four-year
Duties of the chair, in addition to
degree program in real estate. With eight areas of specialization and more than 70
designing and implementing the major,
course offerings, the program is the only one of its kind In the nation.

include developing an outreach
program for real estate practitioners. In
cooperation with professional organizations and regional boards, Karvel and
Mooney regularly conduct seminars
which help fulfill license renewal
requirements.
Future plans include the
development of a Library-ResearchResource Center to serve the entire
state and correspondence courses and
audio and video cassette instruction.
Eventually, 2,000 hours of continuing
education will be offered in a catalog of
instruction.
A continuing concern for student,
practitioner and consumer alike is the
health of the real estate industry overall.
According to Karvel, things are looking
up.
"Our students will always be in
demand, whether the market is up or
down, because of the high level of
training they receive," he explains. "But
I see a definite upturn in the
construction and real estate market."
Housing starts are up 60 percent
over last year and a 40 to 50 percent
increase in housing starts is predicted
for the coming year, according to
Karvel.
"Applications for FHA loans are up
500 percent," he says. "We're looking
forward to increased demand in all
sectors of real estate for 1983 and a
continued climb in enrollment in the real
estate program."

Visitors to SCSU are likely to meet
Brian Hart, above, or other members of
Vanguard, an organization of 30 student volunteers who provide public
relations services for the university. A
senior from Faribault majoring In marketing and speech, Hart Is president of
Vanguard. Some of Vanguard's recent
activities include helping with a telephone fundralslng campaign, meeting
prospective students at college fairs,
conducting campus tours and assistIng with Parents' Day events.
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Opportunities knock
Wide choice of programs offered
through Continuing Studies Center
No matter what your age, occupation,
interests, concerns or career
objectives, there's something that will
help you among the short-term, lowcost programs offered this spring and
summer through SCSU's Center for
Continuing Studies.
Included in the offerings are general
interest conferences, professional
development workshops, European
tours, the annual Lindbergh Lecture
and two sessions of Elderhostel.
Here's an overview of upcoming
programs. To get more information, or
to register, contact the Center for
Continuing Studies, St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301 . Phone
(612) 255-3081 between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. weekdays.
Since most offerings have advance
registration deadlines and limited ·
participation, interested persons are
encouraged to inquire early.
m nars d Worl(March 10--Conference on "Eating
Disorders: Anorexia Nervosa and
Bulimia" for health professionals,
educators, counselors and lay people.
March 11-12--"Minnesota Wildlife
Rehabilitation Symposium'' for professional conservation workers and the
general public. Focuses on capturing
and caring for injured creatures.
March 19--Professional development
"Hypertension Workshop" for dental
hygienists.
March 19--Workshop on "Death: A
Lesson for the Living" for counselors,
educators, health care and mental
health workers, clergy and the public.
March 23--"March of Dimes Central
Minnesota Youth Conference" for high
school students. Focuses on identifying
and preventing birth defects.
April 16--"Undergraduate Symposium in Chemistry" for chemistry
students, faculty and the public. Papers
will be presented by students from
throughout the Upper Midwest.
April 20--"Women's Day" for the
general public. Theme will be "Taking
Charge of Your Life."
April 22--"Media Day" for media
professionals, mass communications
students and faculty, and the public.
April 26-28--"Motor Fleet Supervisor
Safety Workshop" for fleet managers,
administrators and supervisors.
April 30--Conference on "Women,
Health and Fitness in 1983" for the
general p1Jblic.
May 2--Seminar titled "A Dialogue
with Dr. Gisela Konopka" for students,
faculty and professionals in social work,
psychology, women's studies and
education, as well as the general public.
Konopka is known world-wide for her
research on the problems of youth and
group therapy.
May 14--Professional development
workshop on "Dental Care for the
Elderly" for dental hygienists and health
6

Mozart in May. The world-famous St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra will be in residence May 12-13 at SCSU, working
with the Concert Choir and the Oratorio Chorus. Funded by
the Bremer Foundation and SCSU, the residency will
conclude with a public performance on May 13. The "Mostly
Mozart Festival," to be conducted by Henry Charles Smith,
will begin at 8 p.m. in Stewart Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $5
for the general public and $3 for SCSU students, faculty and
staff, and children. For ticket information, call the Music
Department at (612) 255-3223.

care workers.
the upper Mississippi, and German
June 1-3--"Minnesota 'Special
culture and language (no previous
Olympics" featuring competition by
knowledge of German required).
handicapped persons from throughout
Elderhostel is limited to persons age
the state. Volunteers and spectators
60 and O'(er, and their spouses or
are welcome.
companions.
June 13-15--"Minnesota Institute on
Aging" for older persons, professionals
who work with the elderly, and the
public.
·
June 15-16--Professional development "Seminar on Aging" for human
service and health care workers.
June 12-17--"Basketball Invitational
Camp" for boys completing grades nine SCSU's Aero Club has kept students,
through 11.
faculty and staff flying high for more
June 20-24--"Summer Basketball
than 30 years with a continuous
Day Camp" for boys completing grades program of FFA-approved instruction,
four through nine, and girls completing
competition and social activities. The
grades four through 11 .
club's 100 current members are
June 19-July 27--"Summer Basketoµtnumbered by hundreds of alumni
ball League" Sundays and Wedneswho were active in the organization as
days for boys completing grades seven students. Most of them are lifetime
through 12 and girls completing grades flying enthusiasts and some are
'employed in the aviation industry.
eight through college.
June 21--"Lindbergh Lecture"
The Technology and Industrial
debate on "Resolved: That the Criminal Engineering Department provides
Justice System in America Favors the
ground school training and St. Cloud
Criminal Over the Victim."
Aviation provides flight instructors. The
June 27-28--"Puppetry Workshop"
club owns four planes. Three are twofor teachers, librarians and the public.
place Cessna 152s and one is a fourJune 28--Conference on "Violence
place Cessna 172.
Against Women" for human service,
A private license requires 35 hours of
legal, law enforcement and medical
flying time, "although most people take
professionals, and the public.
45 or 50 hours because there is so
June 30--"Workshop on Suicide
much to learn," says Laurie Mezera,
Intervention" for counselors, clergy,
health and mental health professionals. senior from Minnetonka and Aero Club
vice president. Mezera, who has her
July 31-Aug. 19--"Camp Uraniborg"
residential astronomy camp for persons private license, would like to become a
commercial pilot. That certification
age 12 through 19.

Aero Club offers
students low cost
flying instruction

June 13-27--Greece (Athens,
Corinth, Delphi, Crete and Santorini).
June 21-July ?--Scandinavia
(Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo, with an
optional sidetrip July 7-12 to
Leningrad).
June 30-July 17--Germany (East and
West Germany, Austria and
Switzerland, with special emphasis on
events and sites related to Martin
Luther).
June 29-July 15--England/France
(London, Paris, Alnwick Castle,
Stratford-on-Avon).
July 7-22--England (Theatre tour of
London, Stratford, Oxford, plus Alnwick
Castle).
July 7-22--England (Aviator's tour of
Duxford Air Field, Imperial War
Museum, Royal Air Force Museum,
plusAlnwick Castle).
July 14-29--England/Scotland (London, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Inverness,
Loch Ness, Alnwick Castle).

requires nearly 2,500 more hours of
flying time.
In addition to recreational flying, Aero
Club members sometimes add flying
time on university-related business,
such as taking faculty members to outof-state professional meetings. Others
can hop a lift with an Aero Club pilot on
a cost-sharing basis.
Aero Club members can get
experience applicable to careers as
pilots, co-pilots, navigators, flight
controllers, flight instructors and airport
managers, according to Kenneth
Raiber, SCSU instructor in technology
and industrial engineering who serves
as faculty adviser to the club.
To polish their skills, students
compete in regional and national
collegiate air meets. Competition
categories include pre-flight instrument
inspection, landing execution, targeted
drops and cross-country flight planning.
SCSU has fared well at these meets,
winning many awards through the
years.
It isn't just the satisfaction of
mastering complex procedures or the
exhilaration of soaring through the
clouds that attracts students to Aero
Club membership. It's also the
opportunity to learn a skill, perhaps
enter a profession, at low cost.
"The Aero Club is making it possible
for me to get my pilot's license without
spending a lot of money," explains Kim
Evjen, junior from Wadena and club
secretary. She estimates that club
members save up to $300 on the cost of
obtaining a license.
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Aug. 7-13--Sessions on the changing
world population, music of the Midwest,
and aviation history.
Aug. 14-20--Sessions on contemporary Poland, archeological research on

Robert Heppner, left, Aero Club president, Inspects one of the club's four airplanes
with Kenneth Ralber, faculty adviser.Heppner Is a senior from Zumbro Falls and
Ralber Is an instructor In technology and Industrial engineering.
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Dollars for scholars
Applica~ions now being accepted
for Alumni Association awards
This year SCSU students are expected
to receive nearly $11,000 in
scholarships awarded through the
Alumni Association, including matching
dollars provided by the University
Bookstore Fund.
Recipients are selected on the basis
of academic potential, leadership
qualities and financial need. Awards
range from $100 to $1,000. Generally
high school students whose academic
rank is below the 75th percentile for
their class and college students with a
cumulative grade-point average less
than 3.25 are not considered for these
scholarships.
The deadline for applications for
· 1983-84 is May 1. Application forms are
available at the Alumni Office.
Contributions from alumni are
solicited for the endowed scholarships.
Checks payable to the SCSU
Foundation should be sent to the
Alumni Association. Graduates
interested in establishing a new
scholarship in the name of a former
student, faculty member or family
member may contact the Alumni Office
or Development Office.
Here are the 11 scholarship
programs affiliated with the Alumni
Association:
Alumni Freshman. Open to children
and grandchildren of alumni. Name of ·
recommending alumni parent or
grandparent must be provided.
Women's Day. Open to nontraditional students, no younger than
. 25. Both part-time and full-time students
are eligible. Information on vocational
goals, need for financial assistance and
views concerning equal employment
opportunity must be provided.
Dorothy Barker (Medical Technology). Awarded to a college junior orsenior majoring in medical technology.
Nick Begich (Political Science).
Awarded to a student majoring in
political science who has arranged an
internship with a U.S. Congressman or
a Minnesota legislator, or in some other
field of government.
·
Merl and Dudley Brainard. Open to
incoming freshman and transfer
students with good academic records.
Myrl Carlsen (Music). Awarded to
outstanding students in vocal music, .
including incoming freshmen.
Charles Emery (Student Teaching). Open to seniors who are incurring
extra costs while student teaching.
George Friedrich (Environmental
Biology and/or Conservation).
Usually awarded to graduate students
studying in the fields of environmental
biology and conservation.
Elio H. Gower (History). Granted to
a senior with a good academic record
majoring in history.
Ruth Leinonen Marmas (Business). Open to incoming freshmen and
enrolled students. Participation in extracurricular activities and leadership
potential are important considerations.

Riggs Memorial State Legislative
Intern (Political Science). A memorial
to Ron and Eleanor Riggs, this scholarship is for junior or senior students majoring in political science who have
arranged an internship with a Minnesota legislator.

An Alumni Freshman Scholarship
helped attract Ramona Rugloskl, left,
from Brainerd to SCSU, where she is
an outstanding member of the nationally-ranked women's varsity basketball
team. Her mother, Irene Nathe Rugloski, right, holds two degrees from St.
Cloud ('52, '59). Children and grandchildren of SCSU graduates are eligible for alumni scholarships. Deadline
for 1983-84 applications is May 1.

Hitting the high road. SCSU's.new High Adventure
Learning (HAL) program is sponsoring a series of lowcost outings designed to- encourage self-reliance,
cooperation and a sense of adventure. The first of 12
programs will be a winter survival expedition March 613 to Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Some future offerings will be designed for special groups--such as the
elderly and the handicapped--while others will be for
the general public. For information, contact the Center
for Continuing Studies, SCSU, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
Phone (612) 255-3081.

Summer sessions
feature institutes,
workshops, tours
Motorcycles and microcomputers,
public relations and puppetry, Africa
and aerospace.
SCSU's summer schedule is bursting
with exciting programs on these~nd a
wide range of other topics. In addition to
two summer sessions (June 13-July 15
andJuly 18-Aug. 19), offerings will
include workshops, tours, institutes,
evening courses and short courses
which meet one or two days per week.
Traditional courses will be available
for persons working toward a degree.
Special attractions include:
"Seminar on Microcomputers" (June
14, 16,20,22,27,29)throughthe
Department of Business Education and
Office Administration ... "Aerospace Activities" for elementary and secondary
school teachers (July 18-Aug. 19)
offered by the Department of Teacher
Development. .. "Seattle Workshop"
(June 20-24) and "Berkeley Workshop"
(June 6-11) for health teachers,
sponsored by the Department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation ... from Learning Resources
Services choose from "TV Viewing
Guidance" (June 29-30), "Designing
Learning Centers" (June 22-23),
"Educational Film Activities and Ideas"
(June 16-17), "Puppetry as
Storytelling" (June 27-28) or "A
Photographic Tour of Northern

Minnesota" (June 27-July 1).
The Psychology Department will
offer a "Seminar on Violence in the
Family" (July 19-Aug. 3) ... the Industrial
Education Department will sponsor a
session on microcomputers (July 1822) ... the Biological Sciences Department will sponsor a field biology trip to
the Boundary Waters Canoe Area (July
17-29) ... and the Mass Communications
Department-will conduct a public
relations workshop (July 25-Aug. 5). In
addition to the Theatre Department's
residency program at Theatre
L'Homme Dieu near Alexandria, an oncampus program is planned for June
13-July 15 which will include the
rehearsal and presentation of two
plays.
Is there more? You bet. Choose from
courses in "Personnel Administration,"
"Mood Modifying Substances in
·Society," "Geology of Minnesota,"
"Computers in Society," "Computers in
the Classroom," "Biology of Aging,"
"Contemporary Africa," "Wealth ahd
Power in America," "Communication
and the Sexes" and "Solar Energy .
Systems and Design," plus sessions in
astronomy, anthropology, human
relations, motorcycle operation,
racquetball, skin and scuba diving,
sculpturing, oil painting, creative
writing, and more.
For a complete summer schedule,
contact the Director of Summer School,
116 Administrative Services Building,
SCSU, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone
(612) 255-2113.

Four professors
get Bush awards
Grants have been awarded to three
SCSU faculty members and an
internship has been provided to another
under a Bush Foundation program
administered through the State
University System.
Dr. Ellen Cree, assistant professor of
English, and Dr. Philip Keith, associate
professor of English, received a
Curriculum Development Grant to
improve placement and instruction in a
remedial English composition course.
A similar grant went to Dr. James
Sherohman, assistant professor of
sociology, anthropology and social
work, to design a program in applied
sociology.
Dr. Sandra Reese, professor of
special education, will use a Faculty
Internship Grant during 1983-84 to
assist St. Cloud and Twin Cities hospitals with psychological assessment
programs for victims of brain damage.
Previously, six other SCSU faculty
members received grants through the
program, which will provide nearly one
million dollars to enhance teaching and
professional development in the State
University System over a three-year
period.

President Brendan J. McDonald, right, visits with Dr. Evans Anderson, one of his
former professors, at an alumni reunion in January in San Diego. Anderson, who
taught psychology at SCSU from 1947 to 1955, was among 36 persons at the
meeting. Accompanied by Tom Macgillivray, Alumni Association executive director
President McDonald also attending alumni gatherings in Fullerton, Calif.
present) and In Greeley and Denver, Colo. (53 attending). Similar meetings will be
scheduled in other cities wh~re alumni express sufficient interest.
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Help wanted

Something special. SCSU will host the Minnesota Special
Olympics again this summer. Set for June 1-2 at Halenbeck Hall
and Selke Field, the event is expected to attract several thousand
athletes, coaches, volunteers and spectators, plus some sports
celebrities. Special Olympics is an international program of
physical fitness and athletic competition for the mentally retarded.
In preparation for the next state event, games director Diane Guse
visited Northern Ireland Dec. 9-12 to share ideas with that nation's
Special Olympics officials. For more information or to volunteer
services, contact Guse at Intramural and Recreational Sports, 123
Halenbeck Hall South, SCSU, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone
(612)255-3325.

Director of men's athletics
appeals for alumni support
involvement as our objective, we are
seeking to expand our booster group,
the Husky Hustlers, to broaden our
base of support. We want to involve
more alumni, business and professional
people and community leaders in the
organization as well as faculty and staff
members. Everyone should share in the
excitement and inspiration of first-rate
intercollegiate athletic competition.
If you agree with me, you can do
more than nod your head or shake my
hand. You can .fill out the form that
accompanies this message and send it
to me. Whatever support you can
provide will be put to good use and
greatly appreciated.
By NOEL OLSON

Moving into the highly competitive
North Central Conterence is the biggest
challenge ever faced by the men's
athletic department at SCSU.
It would be tough enough in normal
economic conditions. It is much more
difficult in the midst of a recession.
Along with our coaches and student
athletes, I believe that the North Central
Conference is the league SCSU should
be competing in. Now we are asking our
alumni to show us that you concur. We
need your input and your help.
Providing our student athletes with
the opportunity to compete on the same
level as student athletes at such
universities as Nebraska-Omaha, North
Dakota and North Dakota State
requires a commitment from everyone
interested in SCSU men's athletics. As
our new football coach , Noel Martin,
puts it, there are many ways to demonstrate commitmenf--from letting us
know about prospective student
athletes to being in the stands for the
games. But probably the most
important ingredient for success in our
new venture is financial assistance.
Only with the help of your contributions
can we reach the goals now before us.
A number of opportunities are
available to you. The SCSU Men's
Athletic Alumni Fund is a self-sustaining
resource which was started on Keith
Nord Day a few years ago. Interest
earnings go entirely to men's athletics.
Another option is the David K. Renslow
Memorial Scholarship Fund. Athletes
receive 50 percent of the interest from
money donated to this fund. And you
may contribute to the annual SCSU
community campaign, earmarking your
gift for use where the need is greatest in
men's athletics. We also are receiving
contributions to our new Athletic Hall of
Fame. (Please visit the Hall of Fame
Room next time you are in Halenbeck
Hall.)
In visiting other schools in the North
Central Conference, I have noticed a
commonality. The athletic booster
organizations at those institutions are
very supportive of student athletes-what they are doing anc;j what is being
done for them. With that level of
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N·e w coach sees
bright future for
football program
When SCSU's new football coach Noel
Martin speaks, people tend to listen.
On the campus since early January,
Martin has already conveyed that he is
bullish about St. Cloud's chances for
success in the North Central
Conference (NCC).
''I'm working on behalf of the student
athletes who come here," says Martin.
''I'd like to do something to help them
realize their potential, and I believe I'm
going to be successful."
Martin knows what concerns student
athletes, having played football for four
years at the University of Nebraska
(1959-63), where he was a three-year
letterman and a member of the Big
Eight Conference All-Academic T earn.
Martin was a graduate assistant in
coaching at the University of Nebraska
and an assistant coach at two high

schools before landing a head coaching
position in 1970 at Lexington High
School In Nebraska. During four
seasons there, he compiled a 34-2-1
record, including a 25-game winning
streak and two state championships.
He also served as physical education
coordinator for grades kindergarten
through 12.
From Lexington, Martin moved to the
University of Nebraska-Omaha, where
he coor9inated one of the NCC's best
defensive football teams for five
seasons. He also was an instructor in
health, physical education and
recreation.
Shortly after he was chosen to direct
SCSU's football program, Martin moved
to St. Cloud, leaving his wife, Vicki, in
Omaha until their youngest daughter,
Noelle, graduates from high school this
spring. Two other daughters attend the
University of Nebraska.
"I had to get started right away
because many things need to be
accomplished here," he explains. "A
few people may be turned off by my
enthusiasm, but I know what a winning
program needs and I've got to be a
strong advocate. "
On the field, Martin will try to inspire
his players to be aggressive both
offensively and defensively while
retaining the passing game that ranked
SCSU among the nation's most prolific
passing-yardage teams in NCAA
Division 11 a year ago.
"We'll be a team known for
preparation and technique," Martin
says. "My players must know exactly
what is expected of them. It's going to
take several people to help me
accomplish this goal."
Martin won't have time to do all the
coaching he might like to do. "My job is

ST·. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
Here's my contribution to men's athletics. I want
to help our student athletes succeed in North
Central Conference competition.
My contribution should be used:

__ where the need is greatest
__ Men's Athletic Alumni Fund
__ David K. Renslow Endowment Scholarship
__ Athletic Hall of Fame
I would like to help in another way :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PMone _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(street)

(city)

(state)

(ZIP)

Return form with contribution to :
Department of Men's Athletics
228 Halenbeck Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

•
(Make checks payable to: SCSU Men's Athletics)

to be involved with people interested in
the football program and to broaden
their interest to include the academic
program as well," he explains. "I'm only
a guiding force here. It's the players'
team first. Then the students' and
faculty's team. Then the community's
team. Until we get all of those people
involved, we're going to have problems.
We need their help in recruiting players
and attending games. "
It seems obvious why SCSU chose
Martin, but why did Martin choose
SCSU?
"The kindness of many people and
their willingness to help develop an
outstanding football program influenced
meto take the job," he replies. "I talked
to a lot of people and I never heard one
bad comment about this community.
There are so many attractive features
about this state and this university that
we can't continue to allow excellent
high school athletes to leave our area to
attend college elsewhere. I'm going to
do my best to turn that around. "
As SCSU's head football coach ,
Martin replaces Wayne "Mike" Simpson,
who resigned last fall after 11 years in
the position. Simpson will assist Martin
in his coaching duties next season.

Do former Greeks
want a reunion?
Preliminary plans for Homecoming
1983 include a reunion for alumni of
Greek organizations and other social
groups, such as Al Sirat. A committee
consisting of representatives of past
and present SCSU fraternities and
sororities has conducted a meeting and
is seeking volunteers to help make it
happen.
The reunion would open with an
evening reception on Friday, Oct. 7. On
Homecoming Day, Saturday, Oct. 8, a
pre-game beer-and-brats picnic would
be scheduled at Riverside Park. Former
Greeks would have their own cheering
section at the 1 :30 p.m. football game at
Selke Field. The Huskies will be hosting
the Yikings of Augustana College.
Greek organizations would host
several post-game receptions after the
game. Alumni would be encouraged to
make the rounds of the various
fraternity and sorority houses. A
gathering place would be designated
for the evening. Although no dinner is
planned, the committee is receptive to
ideas and suggestions.
Alumni interested in assisting and
providing lists of former Greeks to be
included should contact Mike or
Jeannie Bower or Sharon Melberg-Witt,
St. Cloud. Or send a letter to the Greek
Reunion Committee, in care of the
Alumni Association. The kind of
response received by April 1 will
determine whether the proposed
reunion will become a reality.

From the alumni
director's desk
By TOM MACGILLIVRAY
Executive Director
SCSU Alumni Association

the accounting firm of Touche Ross and
Co., Minneapolis. And welcome to Ron
Klaphake, '67, South Haven, our
president for 1983. Ron is executive
director of the Downtown Development
Corporation in St. Cloud. He's busy,
too, but not too busy to welcome your
suggestions and offers to help your
alma mater. His phone numbers are
252-2177 (office) and 558-9605
(home).

projects include the development of an
alumnae scholarship fund to provide
annual awards for graduate study,
preparation for performances, including
a public recital in March, and an annual
Homecoming reunion brunch.
The St. Cloud chapter meets at 4
p.m. the second Sunday of each month
in members' homes. Alumnae who
were members of a campus chapter of
the fraternity while students are invited
to join. For information, call (612) 2531478.

" I want to help."
Every week , I hear this from alumni
who live throughout Minnesota and in
other states. Many graduates are
interested in helping SCSU and the
Alumni Association . But they aren't sure
what needs to be done or how they can
be useful. Here are ten suggestions I'd
like all alumni to consider.
1. Read Outlook. It will keep you
informed about your alma mater so that
you can share information with others.
Fifteen women are members of a
2. Submit names of qualified
The deaths of 15 SCSU alumni have
newly-installed St. Cloud alumnae
prospective students to the Office of
been reported . The year listed is the
chapter
of
Sigma
Alpha
Iota,
national
High School and Community College
graduation year.
music fraternity for women.
Relations. The phone number is (612)
1917 Esther M. Sundstrom, Grand
They are: Barbara Ahner, Princeton;
255-2243.
Forks, ND
Lori
Kemper
and
Kathy
Neeb,
Rice;
3. Submit names of outstanding high
1922 Clothilda L. Schmidt, Perham
Joann
Parker
and
Joan
Vance,
school student achievers who may be
1923 Myrtle Ellingboe, Sunburg
Minneapolis; Judith Harvey, St. Louis
persuaded to attend SCSU--musicians,
1926 Catherine A. Treacy, Milwaukee,
Park;
Debra
Brinkman,
Dru
Ann
Faith,
debaters, actors, athletes, artists, etc.
WI
Lila
Neeb,
Tammy
Ohland,
Dorothy
We want students with special talents
1927 Edwin C. McTaggart, St. Cloud
Simpson,
Mary
Wainright,
Carmen
and leadership skills.
1930 Ruth Omacht Campbell, St.
Wilhite and Ann Zittlow, St. Cloud ; and
4. Support the university financially
Cloud
Vicky Pirasteh, Clearwater.
through the SCSU Foundation, Husky
1936 Angeline Lehn Savig, St. Cloud
The fraternity has three purposes: to
Hustlers, Alumni Association Scholar1952 Marjorie T. Marczak, Ivanhoe
foster sisterhood in campus and
ship Program, or the academic
1960 William P. Crowell, St. Paul
alumnae chapters, to promote the
department or co-curricular activity of
1965 Bernice Marie Brozelc Pirkl,
development of women performers and
your choice.
Mesa.AZ
composers, and to provide music for
5. Become directly involved in the
1967 Ronald G. Lillie, Bellvue, WA
the handicapped and underprivileged.
work of your Alumni Association .
1978 Pam Weiss, Peoria, IL
National programs include a BrailleVolunteer to serve on a committee or be Boldnote Project to provide music for
1979 Keven George McHarg, St. Paul
a community contact for student
1980 David Alan Stockman, Royalton
the visually impaired, a People-torecruitment or fund raising .
1981 Daniel Herbert Schneider, St.
People Project to send music,
6. i'nvite faculty members to speak to
Cloud
instruments and financial assistance to
a class, a student organization or a
underdeveloped nations, and scholarDr. David Sorensen, SCSU professor
service club in your community.
· of chemistry, died Jan. 25 in St. Cloud.
ships and awards which are earned by
Volunteer to share your experience and
members through competitions.
He had been a faculty member since
expertise as a speaker on the campus.
1964.
At the local level, the chapter's
Resource persons are needed to
supplement classroom lectures.
Alumni Association, St. Cloud State University
7. Attend university-sponsored
Nomination for Distinguished
events on the campus or in your area.
Alumni
Award, Alumni Service
Our men's and women's athletic teams
Award
and/or Outstanding
schedule games throughout the Upper
Young Alumni Award
Midwest. The Concert Choir and other
musical and forensics groups perform
I wish to nominate for the :
in many Minnesota communities.
_Distinguished Alumni Award (must be a graduate)
8. Attend major alumni events, such
_Alumni Service Award (need not be a graduate)
as Homecoming, class reunions and
__ Outstanding Young Alumni Award (35 or younger)
the Athletic Hall of Fame recognition
programs.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9. Let your local legislators know that
(You may nominate as many persons as you wish.)
you support legislation that benefits
public higher education. On request, we
Address----------,---------------can provide you with specific
information about SCSU's legislative
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State ____ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
needs.
1O. Make suggestions to the Alumni
Submitted by:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - Association on what can be done to
(Name)
better serve the members and to
support and promote SCSU.
(Address)
Every organization needs strong
leadership as well as active
Deadline is May 1 for DAA/ASA and July 31 for
membership. I wish to thank John
Outstanding Young Alumni Award. Supporting
Schulzetenberg, '68, Annandale, for his
information may be requested.
leadership as president of the Alumni
Mail to : Alumni Awards Committee, Alumni
Association last year. He devoted a lot
House, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN
of time and energy to the·job despite the
56301
demands placed on him as a partner in

Fraternity installs
alumnae chapter

•

We remember ...

Attention, early birds! S.CSU's Early Entry
Freshman Program, which meets four days
a week June 13-Aug. 5, offers new students
an unpressured introduction to university
life. Advantages include personalized counseling and instruction, guaranteed enrollment in hard-to-get courses such as English, speech and psychology, plus summertime fun at SCSU. For more information,
contact Mary Yoos, 4 Lawrence Hall, SCSU,
St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone (612) 255-4256.

MARCH4
Reception for alumni and coaches
during Boys State High School
Wrestling Tournament, 9 p.m.-Midnight,
Capp Towers, St. Paul.
MARCH 13-17, 20-24, 27-31
Alumni Phonathon. Telephone
solicitation of alumni to help SCSU
maintain its margin of excellence.
Volunteers needed to make calls.
MARCH18
Reception for alumnae and coaches
during Girls State High School
Basketball Tournament, 4 :30-7 :30 p.m.,
Nokomis Suite, Marriott Hotel,
Bloomington.
MARCH23
Board Meeting, Al~mni Association, 7
p.m., Mississippi Room, Atwood
Center, SCSU campus. Guests
welcome.
MARCH25
Reception for athletic alumni and
coaches during Boys State High School
Basketball Tournament, 3-7 p.m., Suite
555, Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.
Meet SCSU's new football coach, Noel
Martin.
APRIL23
Meeting of the Saints, track and field
competition: SCSU, St. John's, St. Olaf
and St. Thomas, noon, Selke Field.
Social gathering for alumni and parents
after event.
MAY27
Golden Anniversary Reunion, Class of
1933, 9 a.m.~3 p.m., SCSU. Graduates
prior to 1933 also invited. Fifty-Year
Club induction ceremony.
JUNE AND JULY
Alumni travel programs to Greece,
Scandinavia, Germany, England,
France and Scotland. Last call for
reservations! Contact SCSU Center for
Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081.
SEPT.24
Second Annual Athletic Hall of Fame
Induction Ceremony. Luncheon at
Atwood Center plus half-time
presentation at football game (vs.
University of South Dakota), Selke
Field. Kickoff at 1 :30 p.m.
OCT.8
Homecoming 1983, SCSU campus and
St. Cloud Holiday Inn. Alumni awards
luncheon and alumni-student-faculty
dance. Football game (vs. Augustana
College).

Reunion of alumni of Greek
organizations and other social groups,
such as Al Sirat.
For more information about upcoming
alumni events, write or call SCSU
Alumni Services, (612) 255-4241.
9

Internship opportunity. A new internship in Cleveland,
Ohio, is being offered through SCSU's graduate program in
training/human resource development. Paying $1,000 a
month for three months, the internship is with Donn Corp., a
manufacturer of ceilings and floors. Graduates of the
program work in corporations, government agencies and
nonprofit organizations. "It's an excellent opportunity for the
former teacher, social worker, librarian, counselor or salesperson who is looking for a challenging new career experience, " says Dr. Dennis Fields, one of the program coordinators. For more information, contact Fields at 116A Centennial
Hall, (612) 255-2022.

For mature minds only. This summer SCSU will offer two
sessions of Elderhostel, a residential learning experience for
persons age 60 and over and their spouses or companions.
Aug. 7-13 courses will be "The Changing World Population,..
"Music of the Great Midwest" and "From Jennys to Jets"
(aviation history). Aug. 14-20 will feature "Contemporary
Poland," "Teri Thousand Years ·on the Upper Mississippi"
(archeological research) and "The German Connection"
(language and culture for non-German speakers). Cost -is
$180 per session, which includes room and board. Scholarships are available. For information, write: Elderhostel, 201
Westbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant St. S.E., Minneapolis, MN
55455.Phone(612)376-2704.

WI...SUSAN WEGNER KORMAN, '73, Rockville, has received an
MS degree from SCSU ... JAN S. PETERSON, '73, is a research
associate in pharmacology and a PhD degree candidate at the
University of California, San Francisco ... DANIEL H. KUHL, '73, is a
nuclear medical technologist in Phoenix, AZ .. .SCOTT BRUNK, '73,
Minneapolis, is a national account manager for AT & T Long Lines.

1974-1975

1922-1959
SUE GREEN, '22, is retired after 48 years of teaching and resides
at Emmanuel Nursing Home, Detroit Lakes ...RAYMOND N.
JOYCE, '40, '49, Santa Barbara, CA, is a cattle rancher since his
retirement in 1978. He served in the Army for five years and was a
teacher for 33 years .. .HUBERT P. KELLY, '42, St. Cloud , isan
insurance agent for the Equitable Life
Assurance Society ... JOHN TRACY
KENNEDY, '49, Brainerd, is writing a('ld
working on several inventions since his
retirement. .. ROBERTC. MAY, '50, is the
manager of Overhaul Engineering
Services at Garrett Turbine Engine
Company, Phoenix, AZ ...MEYERS L.
PETERSON, '53, '55, Minneapolis, was
honored at a Hockey Preview Night
featuring Minneapolis high school teams ...
KENNEDY
ALETHA BLATINER TOMLYANOVICH,
'54, Albany, and her husband are opening a new business
(restaurant, bowling lanes, bar and lounge) at Avon. Previously
they owned and operated Tomlyano's Pizza in St.
Cloud ...MARILYN KENNICUTT, '55, Austin, TX, is a computer
operator and supervisor of a public opinion firm after 20 years of
worldwide travel as a hospital field director for the Red
Cross ... ROBERT HARRIS, '55, '64, Cold Spring, is director of
bands for Rocori High School. He was a judge for a marching band
competition at South Dakota State University ...CLYOE LUND, '56,
'60, Minneapolis, is managing director of Chanhassen Dinner
Theatres ...DAVIDCHRISTIANSEN, '57, Oxon Hill, MD, is branch
chief of the Office of Space Flight, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, DC ... OANIEL JENSEN, '59, '63, is a
mathematics teacher at Mariner High School in White Bear Lake.

Training Center in St. Cloud ... MAYNARD A. PETERSON, '68, is an
ordained minister serving Christ the King Lutheran Church in
Wichita, KS ... TOM TRUTNA, '68, '75, coaches the boy's basketball
team at Sauk Centre High School. .. MICHAEL C. REMMERS , '68,
and MARY NEUNSINGER REMMERS,
'67, live in Arden Hills. He is a vice
president at F & M Marquette National
Bank, Minneapolis ... ROBERT FRANK
NICKERSON, '69, '77, is a sixth grade
teacher at Zimmerman Elementary
School...RICKWOLFSTELLER, '69, is
finance director for the city of Monticello ...
RICHARD MORRILL, '69, Minneapolis, is
a stockbroker with the investment firm of
Engler& Budd, Edinaoffice ... TIMOTHY
NICKERSON
NEWLIN, '69,
lives in Grantsburg, WI,
where he is co-owner and president of Newlin Specialties. He also
is a family therapist for Northern Pines Guidance Clinic in Cumberland, WI. .. MICHAEL CHRISTIAN, '69, and BARBARA MAYER
CHRISTIAN, '70, live in Kenai, AK, where he is a history teacher
and cross-country and track coach at Kenai Central High School
and she is a composition instructor at Kenai Peninsula Community
College .. .ROBERT L. MILLS, '69, St. Clo~d. has received a sixth
year graduate degree from SCSU.
·

·n,

1970-1971

1960-1966
JAMES F. HOERBER, '60, is employed at the Pacific Division
Processing Center in Walnut Creek, CA ...RICHARD ALAN
HANSON, '60, '64, Foxboro, WI, is director of the Center for
Continuing Education at the University of Wisconsin-Superior ...
PATRICIA ANDERSON PALM, '62,
Madison Lake, has received a PhD degree
in speech communication at the University
ofMinnesota .. .PETE SUFKA, '62,
Monona, WI, has completed 20 years of
teaching in Madison, WI. He has a
master's degree in mathematics education
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison ... THOMAS WEISMANN, '63, teaches
chemistry at Diamond High School in
Anchorage, AK ... MAUREEN DONNELLY,
'64, New York, NY, is an actress and
serves on the National Board of Directors
for the Screen Actors Guild ... BRUCE T.
PEARSON, '64, is elementary and high
school band director for the Elk River
public schools. He has authored a book on
band methods: .. LOREN A. NIKOLAI, '66,
'67, Columbia, MO, was chosen as the first
Ernst & Whinney Distinguished Professor
at the School of Accountancy at the
University of Missouri-Columbia ... THOMAS A. SAUER, '66, and YVONNE
NIKOLAISCHNEIDER SAUER, '64, live in Milaca,
where he is a science teacher for Independent School District
912 ... CLYOE NIPPER, '66, is an industrial hygienist in Newton, IA.

1967-1969
DAVIDE. LINEHAN, '67, is a teacher and head basketball coach
for the Long Prairie public schools ... MANFRED RONNEBERG,
'67, is a mathematics teacher at Willmar Junior High School. ..M.
GENE NISWANDER, '67, and MARYL. NISWANDER, '67, live in
Dallas, TX, where he is vice president for financial services for
Voluntary Hospitals of America ... DALE V. SCHUTT, '67, is a senior
chemical engineer for Industrial Risk Insurers, Anaheim,.CA ...
JOHN E. FREDELL, '68, Monrovia, Liberia, is a medical missionary
to Liberia ... JIM STEINER, '68, '69, is director of the Opportunity
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GERWING

LUNDBERG

NELSON

ANNE WINTER, '70, Newark, CA, holds a
management position in the Alameda
County Sheriff's Department, Oakland,
CA ... THOMAS GIRTZ, '70, is a geography
and speech teacher at Staples High
School. ..VIRGINIA HANAUER LANE, '70,
Avon, has received a master of arts degree
from SCSU ... DARRELL LINDQUIST, '70,
'76, lives in Maple Grove and is a
chemistry teacher and department head at
Osseo Senior High School...WAYNE J.
GERWING, '70, New Brighton, is a tax
examiner with the Minnesota Department
of Revenue. He also is a Certified Minnesota Assessor ... DAVID A. LUNDBERG,
'71, Holmen, WI, is a family physician in La
Crosse, WI...LONA HUSCHLE BRUTGER, '71, is a first grade teacher at Eden
Valley-Watkins Elementary School. ..
GENE RIVARD, '71, and LINDA HULTGREN RIVARD, '72, live in Regina,
Saskatchewan, Canada, where she is a
homemaker and he is an assistant
professor of instrumental music and
director of the wind ensemble at Canadian
Bible College ...JIM THORESON, '71,
West St. Paul, is a quality control manager
for 3M Company in St. Paul...FAYETTE L.
SHORE, '71, St. Paul, received an MBA
degree from the College of St. Thomas
and is personnel manager for Northern
States Power Company in Minneapolis ... PHILIP R. NELSON, '71, Forest Lake,
is choral music director at North Branch
Senior High School. .. MARY DAWSON,
'71 , is a second grade teacher at East
Bethel Community School.

1972-1973
BEVERLY ALFUTH FLAHERTY, '72, Blaine, received a JD degree
from William Mitchell College of Law and has been admitted to the
bar ... DOUGLAS EDWARD FOX, '72, Plymouth, is director of
speech pathology at North Memorial Medical Center ...THOMAS A.
WOODWARD, '72, is a physician in San Antonio, TX ...JEFFREY
KOREN, '72, Butler, PA, is a senior development chemist for PPG
Industries in Allison Park, PA .. .CHARLES A. LOEHR, '72, is a
quality control manager for Kraft, Inc., in Stockton, IL.LUCY
LARSON, '72, St. Joseph, is an accounting instructor at SCSU ...
JOAN KLAPPERICH, '73, '81, St. Louis Park, is a work experience
coordinator for the Orono public schools ... ROSS K. LYNCH , '73,
'75, is a rehabilitation psychologist in private practice in Madison,

RAMONA A. TEMPLIN, '74, is a teacher at Wildflecken Elementary
school in Germany ... KEVIN DELANEY, '74, is the Anchorage area
management biologist for the Alaska Fish and Game Department...
DENNIS BURR, '74, Hastings, is the head coach for boys' basketball at Onamia High School. .. RICH THEISEN, '74, '79, teaches at
Rocori High School in Cold Spring. He also is head girls' track
coach and assistant football coach ... JOHN R. PRITCHARD, '74,
Richfield, is employed at the IBM Center's Edina location ... MARK
" ROCKY" SCHNETTLER, '74, and BETTY J. HITCH SCHNETTLER, '77, are married and living in Sauk Rapids. She is director of.
the Volunteer Action Center in St. Cloud ... JOHN STATZ, '74, is
director of the Albany High School marching band, which won in
Class A competition at South Dakota State University ... PATRICK
THEISEN, '74, Brainerd, is a federal bank examiner ...BARBARA A.
BENSON, '75, Burnsville, is a medical technologist at the Veteran's
Administration Medical Center in Minneapolis ... CRAIG MESENBRING, '75, Brooklyn Center, is a member of the Ulysses Brass
Quintet...PAM SVEDBERG-FORRY, '75, is a chemist for Economics Laboratory, Inc., St. Paul. .. CINDI CHRISTIE-SEIFERT, '75,
provides public relations services for Valley Memorial Hospital in
Livermore, CA. ..THERESA MARIE MAY-McDANIELS, '75,
Brooklyn Park, is a supervisor at Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Company, Minneapolis ... BRUCE A. ECKHARDT, '75, is a physical
therapist in Albuquerque, NM . .JOHN CRARY, '75, and ANNE
CRARY, '76, live in Wheeling, IL. He is working in preparative
chromatography at Searle Research and Development, a division
of G.D. Searle and Company, in Skokie, IL.

191s-19n
NANCY BARRETT ZENNER, '76, is an insurance processor in the
business office at St. Cloud Hospital...DAVID V. OLSON, '76, isa
purchaser for a company based in Baldwin, WI... DUANE E.
VOSSEN, '76, is a contract accountant for Alyeska Pipeline
Service Company in Anchorage, AK. ..SCOTT SANDHOLM, '76,
has received a PhD degree in chemistry and is conducting postdoctorate research at Michigan State University ... JOHN F.
HENEAGE, '76, Idaho Falls, ID, is president of Vector Systems,
lnc ... JACQUELINE MILLER KLEIN, '76, '78, El Subrante, CA, is a
financial consultant for the Bank of America .. .GREG ERICKSON,
'76, Monticello, is news editor of the Monticello Times .. .STEVEN
NAUMAN, •n, and GEORGIA LOKKEN NAUMAN, '79, live in
Minneapolis, where he is an optometrist in private practice in
Columbia Heights and she is a medical technologist at AbbottNorthwestern Hospital in Minneapolis ... CLIFFORD WOLD, JR.,
·n , is a teacher in Buffalo for Independent School District
8n .. .DIANE M. MOELLER, '77, St. Cloud, has received an MS
degree from SCSU ... BILL KRUSCHEL, •n, and VIRGINIA THON
KRUSCHEL, '74, live in Cambridge, where he is a teacher of
educable mentally handicapped students for Independent School
District 911 .. .ROGER MARTURANO, '77, St. Cloud, is a sales
representative for the Twin Cities division of Ortho Pharmaceutical
Corporation ... LOIS SCHADEWALD,
is a graduate student in
chemistry at Colorado State University, Fort Collins ... JUDITH A.
DOYLE,
Big Lake, has received an MS degree from SCSU ...
SUSAN BRAINARD, '77, La Pointe, WI , is a ranger park technician
for the Apos;;e Islands National Lakeshore, Bayfield, WI...BRIAN
SCOTT ANDERSON and CATHERINE CAPISTRANT ANDERSON, '77, live in Bloomington. He is a tax accountant for National
Car Rental, Minneapolis, arid she is an accountant for Bachman's,
Inc., Minneapolis ... DIANE KIFFMEYER REYES, 'n, Chula Vista,
CA, is employed by Bank America in San Diego, CA, and is a parttime student at San Diego State University ... GREG STIFTER, '77,
Hutchinson, is a chemical engineer for 3M Company.

·n,

·n,

1978
DAVIDW. PETERSON, Minneapolis, is an engineer for the
Magnetic Peripherals Division of Control Data Corporation ...
J~NET S. GAY is employed at the Crippled Children's Hospital and
School in Sioux Falls, SD ... KATHY PETTIT HENSEL, Chanhassen, is a counselor at St. Thomas Academy and an instructor at
Inver Hills Community College ... LINDA WILLIAMS PECK, St.
Cloud, has received an MA degree at SCSU .. .PAUL E. RICE and
RHONDA DONNAY-RICE, '80, live in Lisle, IL, where he is a senior
design associate with Bell Telephone Laboratories in Naperville
and she is a social worker in Lombard ... RONNY DEAN FRITZ
completed Air Force officers training after graduation and is
stationed in Spain .. .CHRISTINE FILZEN is a photographer for
women's intercollegiate athletics at the University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis ...BRIAN LOFQUIST is assigned to the American
Embassy in Helsinki, Finland ... GWEN JOHNSON, Gonvick,
teaches physical education, health and driver education in the

Dealing with death. SCSU will sponsor a
workshop on "Death: A Lesson for the Living"
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. March 19 in Atwood Center.
Open to the public, the program will be of special
interest to counselors, educators, clergy, human
service workers, health and mental health professionals. Topics will include accepting death,
the grieving process, community resources and
care alternatives for the terminally ill. Cost is $30;
pre-registration is requested by March 11 . Contact the Center for Continuing Studies, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone
(612) 255-3081.

Dialing for dollars. SCSU students, faculty
and local alumni will be conducting a spring
"Alumni Phone-a-thon" Sunday through
Thursday evenings March 13-31 . The callers will be contacting alumni nationwide who
have not contributed to SCSU or who have
not been contacted. The effort is being
coordinated by the Development Office. If
you 'd like to help make calls, the first
number to dial is (612) 255-3177.

...
....-Iii--''-:'$,,<;

Reminder. Spring '82 graduates who received a form called "'Graduated Student
Survey of Extracurricular Activities" are
asked to return the completed form to SCSU
as soon as they are employed. Measuring
the impact of extracurricular involvement on
job placement and career advancement, the
study is being conducted by Patricia Krueger, conference coordinator at the Center for
Continuing Studies, and Dr. David Krueger,
professor of quantitative methods and information systems. Look for the results of their
research in a forthcoming issue of Outlook.

1978, continued
Gonvick-Trail schools ... PAUL A. WISE is a producer/director of
commercials, news and entertainment programming at Station
WJZ-TV in Baltimore, MD ... ALAN MUSECH and JULIE
ANDERSON MUSECH, '79, live in Chaska, where he is an
accountant and she is a teacher ...DWIGHT HAZARD and
DOROTHY DEWITT HAZARD, '79, live in Bloomington. He is a
technician at Pako Corporation , Minneapolis .. .AMY KRUPP,
Grayling, AK, is the principal of a Bureau of Indian Affairs day
school.

1979
BARRETT J . CONOR, Glen Ellyn, IL, has received an MS degree
in systems engineering from the Institute of Paper Chemistry and is
an engineer in process diagnostics for the Container Corporation of
America...J~NESE M . EVANS, New Hope, who received a
master's degree at SCSU in 1981 and is tabulation supervisor for
Custom Research, Inc., Minneapolis ... JOHN GLOEGE, Glenwood,
is head coach for boys' basketball at Princeton High School. JOHN
M. HENSEL, Chanhassen, is a project engineer at Technical
Ordnance, lnc ... ERIC PORCHER and JULIE CLIFF PORCHER,
'82, live in Kalamazoo, Ml. She returned to SCSU to attain a
secondary education teaching certificate. He is a graduate student
in geology at Western Michigan University ...CHRIS BAUMAN
VIEAU, Delano, is a production scheduler at Electro-Craft
Corporation, Hopkins ... KURT JOHNSON, St. Cloud, is a computer
operator at Economics Laboratory, Inc. , St. Paul...DOUG
PEARSON, Perham, is a quality control supervisor for Tuffy's Pet
Foods ... NANCY BLATZHEIM BERNING, Rochester, is an account
executive with Executone, St: Paul. .. KATHY DY ANNE GARY
OLSON, Bemidji, is director of social services at Greensview
Nursing Home i_n Bagley ... DAVID MORRISON and HEIDI PINKS
MORRISON live in Brooklyn Park, where he provides technical
service support for Reynolds & Reynolds Company ... ANN THEIS,
St. Cloud, is communications director for Franciscan Sisters Health
Care, Inc., Little Falls .. .DAN FINLEY, Brooklyn Center, is a special
education teacher and work experience coordinator at Buffalo
Senior High School. ..GLENN MICHAEL STREET and NANCY
JANE TRUMMER STREET live in Moreland Hills, OH, where she
is a graphic artist at Progressive Insurance Company, Mayfield
Village.OH.

Leading the SCSU Alumni Association this year are
these five officers elected by the Board of Directors.
From left: Peter Holste, 73, Arden HIiis, treasurer;
Daphne Peterson, '46, Minneapolis, secretary; Ron
Klaphake, '67, South Haven, president; Mary Dltlev- .
son, 79, Minneapolis, vice president; and Rich Lord,
'74, St. Cloud, president-elect. Other board members
are: Renee Tunhelm Brand, 79, Roseville; Dr. Alfred
Grewe, '49, '50, St. Cloud; Thomas Gustafson, 74,
Minneapolis; Ann Guthmiller, 78, Rice; Lorraine Hornlbrook Dahl, '56, '57, Minnetonka; Harold Jesh, '68,

state Bank of Arizona, Phoenix .. .TOM HALSETH is an advertising
copywriter for Creative Resource Center Advertising Agency,
KEVIN W . RUBEDOR and JENNIFER L. SAGISSOR-RUBEDOR
Minneapolis ... CARLA MARWEDE is a medical technologist at
live in Anoka. He is supply and distribution manager for Photo
. Olmsted Community Hospital in Rochester... HOWARD ARDELL
Corporation of America, Golden Valley ... MARY JO RENGEL
JOHNSON is a mathematics teacher and coach in Brownton ...
SIMPSON, Loveland, OH, is manager of Cliffside Apartments in Ft.
BRIAN L. BERGSTROM, Eden Prairie, is assistant director of
Wayne, IN .. .ELIZABETH FISHER SCOTT, Plymouth, was recently
community education at Orono ... JOEL DAVID DHEIN is city
married and is employed at Henkel Corporation, Minneapolis ...
administrator at Henderson ... LOUIS E. SABIN is serving overseas
PATRICIA POPE, Minnetonka, has been admitted to the University
as an Army infantry platoon sergeant...JAMES THULi EN ,
of Minnesota Medical School...CARMEN MARY MOONEY, RoseWatertown, is director of bands at Waconia High School.
ville, is affiliated with student-life ministry for Campus Crusade for
Christ...MOLLY FARNES CONDON, Hutchinson, is a financial
planning manager for Gelco Corporation, Eden Prairie ... LORIE
JAMIE AKERSON, Cambridge, is a sales representative for Starr
GUNNER, Lubbock, TX, expects to complete a master's degree
Office Services in Blaine .. .PAULA J . GRrf'ZMACHER, Richfield, is
program in sports administration this year at Texas Tech Univeran auditor for International Dairy Queen, Minneapolis ... DOUGLAS
sity ...JOHN MISTRETTA is enrolled in the Academy of Accounting,
J. MITCHESON, Hopkins, is a credit analyst for Commercial Credit
Minneapolis ...MIKE GUSTAFSON, Mesa, AZ, is on the public
Corporation, Minneapolis ... DEB MARNICH is a teacher of educarelations staff and editor of employee publications for First Interble mentally handicapped students in the Bertha-Hewitt public
· schools ... JOYCE KUECHLE, St. Cloud, is a customer service
repres~ntativefor Stearns Manufacturing Company, Sauk Rapids ... PETER C . McLANE, Fargo, ND, is a sales representative for
the Argyle Division of Sherwood Medical. ..LESLIE FRITSCHE is
Your former classmates would like to read about you assistant director of athletics for the Park and Recreation Departin the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This ment in Lubbock, TX ... MARY C . GEHLEN, Richfield, is a departcoupon makes it easy. Good quality close-up black- ment manager for Donaldson's in Edina ... LARRY DONABAUER is
a computer programmer for Litton Company in San Diego,
and-white photos also are requested.
CA ... LEAH L. RANDALL, Rochester, is a learning disabilities
teacher at Stewartville High School. ..JOHN G. MOCK, St. Paul, is
My news _________________
a State Patrol trooper... CHRIS EVANSON, South St. Paul, is a
credit analyst for Gelco Corporation, Eden Prairie .. .CAROL
GRUSSING KAZEMI , Richardson, TX, is production engineering
supervisor for Q-Dot Company in Dallas ...COLLEEN M. REINERT,
Wayzata, is a staff auditor for Cargill, Inc., Minnetonka ... MARGE
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class __ WOLTER AGNEW, St. Cloud, is a social worker at Good Shepherd
Lutheran Home in Sauk Rapids ... BLAIR MEYERS, Bloomington , is
(If applicable, please include maiden name).
in the Air Force and stationed in Texas ... CRAIG KEPHART is
Phone (
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
employed at McCrossan's Boys Ranch in Sioux Falls, SD ...CAROL
is a chemist for Jack Frost, Inc., St. Cloud... OANH PHAM is a
Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ OLIG
chemist for the 3M Center in St. Paul. .. ROBERT J . THEILER,
Monticello, is a staff auditor for Cargille, Inc., Minnetonka .. .JOHN
Address ________________
CHARLES PHILLIPS, La Pine, OR, is a state revenue agent...TOM
Apt.#
BALCOM, Orlando, FL, is in the Navy's nuclear engineering
program.
Zip
State
City

1980

1981

Watchabeendoin?

Mail the coupon to Alumni Services, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone:
(612) 255-4241.

1982

TIMOTHY F. HICKEY is a production coordinator in customer
. service for RYT-Way Packaging Corporation, Northfield ... POLLY
R. KROENING is a special education teacher and work experience

Sauk Rapids; Roger Knauss, '73, Rockville; Royce
Nies, 71, Sartell; John Schulzetenberg, '68, Annandale; Constance Andersen Swanson, 79, Minnea~
lis; ex-officio: Dr. Kenneth Ames, Dr. WIiiiam Bunch,
Dr. Louise Johnson, _Dr. WIiiiam Lacroix, Walt Larson, Dr. James Marmas and Dr. Brendan J. McDonald, all SCSU. Any alumnus interested In serving on
the board or a committee should contact an officer
or Tom Macgillivray, executive director of the Alumni Association.
;

coordinator for Pine Island High School...REBECCA SCHMITZ ·
ZABINSKI, St. Cloud, is a substitute teacher for Independent
School District 742... SHAWN M. ROSENBERGER is a secretary/
receptionist for the Family Planning Center in St. Cloud ...RONALD
P. WALTER, Hopkins, is an accountant for Laventhol and Horwath
in Minneapolis ...BENNETT E. MARKS, Minneapolis, is a sales
representative for State Bond Sales Corporation ... TIMOTHY EDWARD HILL, Pocahontas, AR, is a hospital controller for
Republic Health Corporation, Dallas, TX ... LUANNE HANSON is a
long-term case manager for the Opportunity Training Center in St.
Cloud ...CLARK D. ELVERUM, Richfield, is an assistant manager
at Burger King Corporation, Minneapolis ... GARY D. KALSTABAKKEN is a police officer in Richfield ...JOAN JOHNSON,
Robbinsdale, is a nursery school teacher at Kiddie Kampus,
teaches violin students at Schmitt Music Company, teaches piano
students in her home, directs two choirs and is a puppeteer with the
Minnesota Melikin Puppet Theater ...
GREG JORGENSON is a music instructor
at the Minnesota Correctional Facility-St.
Cloud ... JAMES K. TAYLOR, Austin, is a
staff accountant for the firm of Bowlby,
Anfinson, Crandall & Haedt, Ltd ... MARY
REGAN teaches at a Catholic elementary
school in Evansville, IN ... LES HENDRICKSON is a bank manager at a branch bank
in Big Falls and a security officer at both
the branch bank and the main office in
•
TAYLOR
Northome ... SHELLEY CASEY, Bloomington, is a management trainee at First_Federal Savings and Loan,
Minneapolis ... MARY HAMILTON is a sales representative for the
Holiday Inn in Bloomington .. .MARY J. WAHLSTROM, Hastings, is
a graduate student and teaching assistant at the University of
Minnesota... DALE E. ELLEFSON is employed at the Minnesota
Correctional Facility-St. Cloud ... LORNELL E. NESTEL, Sartell, has
received an MS degree at SCSU ... MICHAEL SKILLRUD and
THERESA M. McDONOUGH are married and living in St. Cloud,
where he is manager at Warren Shoes ... KIRK J . ZIMMER, Sioux
Falls, SD, is a certified public accountant and an auditor ...STEVEN
LEIGH ROSE, St. Paul, is a sales consultant for Dayton's .. .
STEVEN R. NEFSTEAD and ROBIN NEFSTEAD live in Columbia,
SC. He is a student and she is a laboratory technician at Kershaw
County Memorial Hospital in Camden, SC ... JOANN BIERMAIER,
Harrison, NE, is a teacher in a one-room school in the ranching
area of western Nebraska ... MARK ALLEN ASANOVICH, Red
Wing, is a special education teacher for Independent School
District256 .. . PERRY M . LETIZIO, Stillwater, is a management
trainee at Super America in Minneapolis ... JULIE BILLMARK
JOHNSON, St. Cloud, is a Title I teacher at Pinewood Elementary
School in Monticello.
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If the person for
whom this publication is intended· has
moved, send us both the incorrect
address label and the new address. Our
address is on the right side of this page.
Than s!

ST. CLOUD;

ATE

UNOUtlook
Alumni Services
.
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301 .

•

~

Address· correction requested

r.;

Record-breaking Diane Scherer drives for another score as captain of the most
successful women's basketball team in SCSU history. The St. Cloud Apollo High
School graduate exceeded 2,200 points in her college career with several games left
to play as a senior. Coach Gladys Ziemer's Huskies have been ranked among the
top six teams in the nation (NCAA Division II) throughout the year, winning more
games than any previous SCSU basketball team, 28-3 in regular season play.
_
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